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The graphics in XStoryPlayer are very good - characters are sharp and well-drawn, the animations are smooth. All
sex scenes were nice, with beautiful models and good details. Mechanics are very simple, even more simple than

most other games, because you simply choose the right situation mode, press a button and there you go. The only
real control is with the girls, but they are not very complex in any sense, so you shouldnt have trouble. Overall, it is

a very good game. Chats and Dating All girls in the game have a chat box, and they let you know when they are
online and their main chat desire for the time they are offline. From the chatbox you can pick a girl to chat with,

but you can also choose a random option to meet with. Each girl has their own stats (not all get a full stats profile),
which tells you what kind of games she likes and how far she's willing to go. As you can expect, some girls are shy,

some are very outgoing and others fall in between. Once you select a girl, she'll want to know your name and
information. You can give her a nickname or a story about yourself. As long as you tell the truth about yourself you
dont have to worry about false starts, because when you tell a lie, they go a little crazy, and theres no telling what
they might do. One thing you can do is even give a reason to ask you if you have a high school student account.

Usually if you pick that option they know you a little and won't be that mad. A good way to avoid that is to mention
your age, and if you have money put it on your profile page. XStoryPlayer allows you to play erotic stories of

different nature. Chat with girls through the dating site and select the right girl for you. Go into the city and meet
them at public places. Once a relationship with a girl is established you can take it to the next level. Dont rush

things, when a girl lets you know things are going to fast be careful not to force it. If you messed up, no worries,
just reload the game from the last save point and try again (I wish that was possible in real life). Some girls are

more kinky than others and may surprise you in their fantasies. Once a girl is fully won over she is your love toy for
life. After a few months of dating, you can take your love to the next level.
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Now it's time to clean the place. Yep. Search the gym/lockers room for empty bottles, empty cans and torn paper
and get them to the green garbage can next to where you took the broom at the beginning. Open the can with
your hands or push it with the garbarge you're holding. Your thought cloud should display a message after you
successfully put one. You'll get a thought cloud saying I'm close when there's only one left. In the lockers room,

you might find her locker open (it's the only one you can open, in front of you when you enter the room). Open it
and grab her tablet to browse the apps (Press U). Make sure that your boss doesn't see you with it. You learn that

she's into bondage and searching to be a slave to a master. Maybe that master could be you. Now it's time to
clean the place. Yep. Search the gym/lockers room for empty bottles, empty cans and torn paper and get them to
the green garbage can next to where you took the broom at the beginning. Open the can with your hands or push
it with the garbarge you're holding. Your thought cloud should display a message after you successfully put one.

You'll get a thought cloud saying I'm close when there's only one left. In the lockers room, you might find her
locker open (it's the only one you can open, in front of you when you enter the room). Open it and grab her tablet
to browse the apps (Press U). I received a free account to download this game. But if I didn't describe it correctly
then sorry. For those who are interested, this is a lesbian game. But not exactly in the sense that you see a (or
even several) pussy together. It is much more on the romantic side. At least in the opening scenes. This is not a

porn or hentai game. There are only two girls in this game. Jodi and Monica. One of them is a lesbian and the other
is not, but she is a crossdresser. Both are extremely beautiful. And best of all their body lengths are fully

customizable. Slice up both of them and add some extra pieces into your scene. You can even change their hair
styles. I played with a little bit of that during the trial version. Now the trial version is full version and you can save

all your progress, but I guess you can only play one scene. 5ec8ef588b
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